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SYN+AIR
SYNERGIES BETWEEN TRANSPORT MODES AND AIR TRANSPORTATION

This document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 894116 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract1
This Deliverable on Stakeholders Engagement Events presents the activities performed to organize the
1st stakeholders’ workshop that is one of the main engagement events of SYN+AIR. It details the
workshop concept and describes the steps and methodologies leading to the briefing, organisation,
and reporting of the interactive workshops to be held as part of the SYN+AIR project
Based on the objectives of the workshop, the project adopts innovative interactive methodologies.
This deliverable describes the specific methodology that has been chosen, and related preparatory
briefing activities, logistics and use of space, communication to involve and inform participants,
workshop processes and facilitation techniques, contingency planning, and reporting.
The activities in the deliverable follow a before, during and after chronology to help understand the
steps to be taken in each phase of the workshop.

1

“The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no circumstances shall the
SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained
herein.”
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1 Introduction
Collaboration is a concept that carries heavy weight when discussing multimodal trips of passengers.
For Transport Service Providers (TSPs), it is a method to facilitate a seamless door-to-door (D2D)
journey. Nevertheless, collaboration is a very generic concept that is hard to define. For SYN+AIR,
collaboration among modes of transport relates to data sharing among TSPs enabling passengers to
enjoy a seamless door-to-door travel experience. The main objective of SYN+AIR is to develop a Smart
Contracts Framework, to tackle the aforementioned challenges.
Smart Contracts are agreements among TSPs that define data sharing criteria (scope, parties’
obligations, contract’s time span and fulfilment criteria). Therefore, we will achieve this by generating
common goals for Transport Service Providers (TSPs) that will justify data sharing, facilitating the user
to execute a seamless D2D journey.
To this end, for SYN+AIR, the stakeholders’ engagement is important and will be ensured by the
performance of various interactive events. Two major stakeholder events have been planned to be
executed during the project’s life span. This deliverable details how these events have been planned
to ensure the smooth and successful conduction of these workshops.

1.1.1 Scope
Deliverable D6.6 “Stakeholder Engagement Events” is part of task 6.2 “TSPs engagement activities”
and aims to present the way that SYN+AIR consortium will engage its stakeholders during the whole
project with a focus on the two major interactive events planned (stakeholders’ workshops).

1.1.2 Links with other deliverables and tasks
Although D6.6 is a standalone deliverable, it is linked with the following deliverables and activities
(Figure 1):
•

SYN+AIR’s technical deliverables (D3.1, D3.2 and D4.1) for the creation of the content and the
identification of workshops’ objective(s). SYN+AIR’s workshops content is based on the results
and findings of D3.1 and D4.2 and on the interviews of the TSPs conducted within the context
of T3.2.

•

SYN+AIR’s “Communication, Dissemination and Exploitation Plan” (D6.2) and T6.1
(Dissemination and communication plans and actions). The visual identity and the promotion
of the workshops comply with the requirements defined in D6.2 and the involvement of
stakeholders.

•

The activities of WP1 (Ethics requirements) ensure that the participation of the stakeholders
is carried out in accordance with the ethics and privacy requirements described in the ethics
deliverables (D1.1 H-Requirement No1 and D1.2 POPD Requirement No2).

•

The activities of WP2 (Project management and coordination) ensure that data privacy and
GDPR compliance is guaranteed for the participants and the arrangements of the workshops
from an administrative point of view.

8
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Figure 1: Links with other tasks and deliverables

Finally, it is crucial to mention that D6.7 “Stakeholder Engagement Events M24”is the follow up report
of this deliverable. Hence, D6.7 will detail the results of the 1st and 2nd stakeholders’ workshop as well
as of other engagement events. However, the results and the knowledge shared by the stakeholders
will be used in other deliverables of SYN+AIR such as D4.1.

1.2 Deliverable’s structure
This deliverable is divided into different sections:
Section 2 of this Deliverable contains a general description of the objectives of SYN+AIR’s stakeholders
engagement events focusing on the two major events/activities namely stakeholders’ workshops.
Section 3 presents the participatory methodologies to allow SYN+AIR consortium to make informed
decisions concerning the structure of the workshops. The methodologies are taken from different
fields such as education and UI/UX (User Interface/User Experience) design processes as these field
are using advanced techniques to have interactive sessions.
Section 4 details the 1st stakeholders’ workshop planning, preparation, implementation and follow up
activities. It focuses on the two first steps and provides concrete guidelines for the two last steps.
Special attention is given to the confidentiality and the personal data management throughout all
workshop’s activities.
Section 5 presents the conclusion of this deliverable summarizing all the topics mentioned in previous
sections.

9
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2 SYN+AIR’s stakeholders’ engagement
events
SYN+AIR has planned a variety of activities to enhance the engagement of its stakeholders. These
activities have different forms and formats (e.g., presentations, forums, webinars, workshops,
interviews etc.). This deliverable focuses on the main stakeholders’ engagement events which are the
planned stakeholders’ workshops.

2.1 Objective of engagement events
The engagement events, in particular the stakeholders’ workshops, are planned and organized
according to participatory methodologies with the primary objective of:
Design, organization, and facilitation of interactive events, workshops and sessions using state of the
art participatory methodologies to stimulate the interaction among groups of 20 to 30 stakeholders
(e.g., Transport Service Providers -TSPs- of aviation, rail, maritime, MaaS providers, Transport
Authorities, passenger organization etc.) in a hybrid way (on site and online) that is the most common
practice nowadays.
This objective is decomposed in the following sub-objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking, clustering, and teambuilding among participants.
Connective intelligence
Demand-driven project design and identification of needs, requirements (structure of the
workshops’ sessions).
Innovation through interaction and creativity techniques.
Sharing of information and experiences.
Knowledge generation.
Engagement of the stakeholders and fostering of working groups.

The aforementioned sub-objectives i) reflect the whole spirit of SYN+AIR project and ii) are the pillars
for the workshops’ tasks and activities that are duly developed and described in the following sections.

10
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3 Participatory Methodology
3.1 Briefing and design of the participatory process or event
Every interactive activity must be carefully designed as it involves many people, different disciplines,
and cultures, and may require complex organisational and logistics arrangements. Especially, now that
we need to consider the parameter of COVID-19 and the fact that has alter our way of interaction in
many levels and that affects every single aspect of an interactive activity design. Hence, the briefing
and design of a workshop are crucial aspects that may lead to the success or failure of the event. To
that end we have conducted a research to identify the crucial aspects that will allow us to organize
better our events. The briefing and design phase of the event is based on a preparatory checklist that
includes the following main issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The objectives to be achieved by the workshop.
Topics and specific issues to be discussed in plenary or parallel session.
Typology and number of participants and stakeholders to be involved and invited.
Use of space and logistics, including the selection of the venue and catering.
Adaptation of different methods and facilitation techniques.
Communication strategies to involve, inform and disseminate results.
External experts to be involved.
Facilitation team preparations and training of the support team.
Draft programme and timing and output of the various sessions.

As mentioned in SYN+AIR we have planned to have two major interactive activities namely
stakeholders’ workshops. A workshop is both a time consuming and a time saving activity. Also, we
believe that the dynamic nature of such workshops encourages creative thought and can quickly yield
ideas and solutions [1]. Time consuming because it requires a great deal of organisational effort and
meetings to make sure that all aspects are clearly prepared and ready where many people are involved.
A time saving and immensely powerful activity as it can lead to drastic changes and innovations in the
behaviour, in the collaboration and ability to mobilise energy and intelligences of diverse stakeholders
and people. SYN+AIR aims to take advantage of the latter to present key findings of its activities, gain
insights and assess its results and finally to co-create with the experts/stakeholders to reach better
results for its main outcome with is the development of a Smart Contracts Framework (SCF). SCF aims
to assist TSPs that participate in a predefined multimodal chain to define data sharing within the
multimodal chain context, which, in turn, will be enriched with real-time data through the usage of
Travel Companions.

3.2 Typologies of interactive workshops
To define the design of the 1st SYN+AIR workshop a research on the typologies of interactive
workshops has been conducted and the following paragraphs are presenting the main typologies.
These are encountered in common practices and in fields such as education, UI/UX ((User
Interface/User Experience) and design thinking processes but can be suitable, applicable to the context
of an EU project as well.
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What is UI/UX, design thinking and why SYN+AIR’s workshop preparation is using these concepts?
UI design focuses on products look and usability of a product or a service to enhance the user's
experience, where UX design focuses on the functionality of the product from a user's perspective. On
the other hand, design thinking is a non-linear, iterative process/concept that teams use to understand
users, challenge assumptions, redefine problems and create innovative solutions to prototype and
test. Involving five phases—Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test—it is most useful to tackle
problems that are ill-defined or unknown.
The reasons that such processes are fitting the purpose of SYN+AIR, are the following:
•

They promote interaction with the end users at design phase

•

They are used to tackle ill-defined/unknown problems (aka wicked problems) because they
can reframe these in human-centric ways and focus on what’s most important for users. And
enhance “thinking outside the box”.

•

They are proved to be useful tools and allow teams to have the freedom to generate groundbreaking solutions.

Both reasons mentioned are in line with SYN+AIR’s stakeholders’ engagements events objectives as
the project vision are to co-create a Smart Contracts Framework which will be based on data sharing
among various transport service providers and other stakeholders.
Additionally, events’ organizers and planners (e.g., conferences, congresses, summits etc.) also
provided their point of view which shall not be neglected as they play a crucial role in the success of
such events.
So, the reason of this research was to facilitate SYN+AIR consortium to identify the most suitable
typology to design the workshop by listing the alternatives and by considering the risk that might occur
due to the unpredictable situation due to COVID-19 pandemics.
The types of workshops depend various factors such as scope, way of presentation and involvement
of participants and way of conduction as well as the space arrangements.
Types of workshops based on their scope2:
•
•
•
•
•

2

Discovery workshops: Communicate the current state and create consensus for milestones
and plans.
Empathy workshops: Help a broad team or stakeholders understand and prioritize user needs
before designing a solution.
Design workshops: Rapidly generate and discuss a wide set of ideas with a diverse group of
attendees.
Prioritization workshops: Build consensus on which features customers (or other stakeholders)
value most and prioritize them.
Critique workshops: Ensure that design decisions align to user needs.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/5-ux-workshops/
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The main objectives of interactive workshops that complement and can be extracted by the types of
workshops the following:
• Gathering ideas for research grant proposals;
• Ascertaining user requirements for services or products;
• Generating ideas for designing web/software interfaces;
• Solving problems, such as process improvement or work strategies; deciding priorities,
strategy, and vision;
• Improving working relationships through team building, such as part of retreats
Types of workshops based on their way of presentation and involvement of participants3:
•

•

Frontal and interactive workshop: At a frontal workshop first, the moderator introduces the
core issue of the workshop, the state of the art and possible alternatives. Then an interactive
session follows that allows the participants to design possible proposals, support networking
and to promote systemic innovation relating to the project objectives.
Blended workshops: A mix of interactive and frontal activities across the duration of the
workshop with a core part for both the interactive and frontal sessions.

To enhance interacting there have been identified 5 different techniques4:
•

•
•

•

•

Brainstorming — various techniques. Interactive brainstorming is typically performed in group
sessions (5-8 persons). The process is useful for generating creative thoughts and ideas. Types
of interactive brainstorming include: Structured and unstructured, Reverse or negative
thinking, Nominal group relationships, Online interaction such as chat, forums and email,
Team-idea mapping, Group passing, Individual brainstorming.
Think, pair, and share. Establish a problem or a question, then pair you are the workshop
attendees. Give each pair sufficient time to form a conclusion and permit each participant to
define the conclusion in his or her personal voice.
Buzz session. Participants come together in session groups (5-10 persons) that focus on a single
topic. Within each group, every expert contributes thoughts and ideas. Encourage discussion
and collaboration among the experts within each group; everyone should learn from one
another’s input and experiences.
Incident process. This style involves a case study format, but the process is not so rigid as a full
case study training session. The focus is on how to solve real problems that involve real people.
Provide small groups of experts (5-8persons) with details from actual incidents and then ask
them to develop a workable solution.
Q&A sessions. On the heels of every topic introduction, there are some questions formed that
the experts (min 10persons) would discuss in an open type of discussing during the session.

3

https://cordis.europa.eu/docs/projects/cnect/4/246644/080/deliverables/001D32Conceptandmethodologyofinteractiveworkshops.pdf
4

https://resilienteducator.com/classroom-resources/5-interactive-teaching-styles2/#:~:text=Brainstorming%20%E2%80%94%20various%20techniques%20Interactive%20brainstorming%20is%2
0typically,ideas.%20Brainstorming%20helps%20students%20learn%20to%20pull%20together.
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Types of workshops based on their way of conduction:
• Face to face: The participants are in a room.
• Online: The participants are in a virtual room.
• Hybrid: Some participants are on site and some participants are connected virtually.

Types of workshops based on the seating arrangements5:
• Classroom: reflects the seating found in a school or lecture theatre, with chairs and trestle
tables aligned in consecutive straight rows. Ideal for training, conferences, kick-offs and Q&A
sessions but not for sessions that the participants interact with each other.
• Theatre: the simplest style, reflecting the seating found in a theatre or cinema with chairs
aligned in consecutive straight rows. Audience interaction is hindered as audience members
don't face each other.
• U Shape: this style is in the shape of the letter U, with the tables & chairs arranged in an openended configuration with the audience facing inwards. Allows presenter to approach and
engage with each audience members. It is suitable for trainings, conferences, workshops,
meetings.
• Banquet: several round tables spread around the space. Audience interaction fully enhanced,
with audience members all facing each other.
• Cabaret (or bird's-eye view): is similar to the previous style (Banquet) however there is an open
end, with the audience seated in an arc facing forwards (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of cabaret seating arrangement

5

http://www.sugoidays.com/2016/05/5-types-of-workshop-seating-arrangements.html
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4 1st SYN+AIR stakeholders’ workshop
SYN+AIR’s 1st stakeholders’ workshop was designed based on the analysis of the parameters
mentioned in section 3.1 and 3.2. The following paragraphs show the decisions taken by the
consortium to facilitate its needs and fulfil its requirements. To conduct an effective and successful
workshop, we considered to address its planning, preparation, and implementation and finally follow
up activities (Figure 3). These activities are taking place between M5-M10 (April-October 2021) of the
project.
The main aspects that needed to be taken care of during planning (M5-M9) are to define the
workshop's audience, its size, its length, its purpose, and presentation options. Preparation (M6-M9)
includes logistics (managing the physical items involved, materials, equipment, etc.) and assign roles
between the consortium members. Finally, the implementation (M9) of the workshop includes
attending to all three of its phases: introduction, substance, and closure. Furthermore, to finalize the
workshop follow up (M9-M10) with both the partners and the participants will be conducted, to i)
fulfil any promises given and ii) use feedback to redesign or change parts of the 2nd workshop.

Figure 3: Main phases of the workshop
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4.1 Planning
The planning of the 1st stakeholders workshop takes place some months before the actual day of the
workshop.

4.1.1 Audience
Our audience, the people who will actually be part of the workshop, is probably the most important
piece of the puzzle. Understanding them will allow us to decide what to do and how to do it. To that
end, we emphasized on finding the right audience for SYN+AIR’s workshop conducting a stakeholder
analysis. In the figure below you can see the matrix ‘Influence-Impact’ (technique is defined by Bryson6
because of the stakeholders’ analysis conducted which includes the identification of external and
internal stakeholders). This matrix represents the main stakeholders of the SYN+AIR project.

Figure 4: Matrix that represents the main stakeholders of SYN+AIR project.

From the analysis we have identified that we need to have a mixture of experts that will represent the
main stakeholders involved in multimodal chains (D4.1 that is going to be delivered on M13 presents
in detail the dataset and the connection between these stakeholders). We aimed having participants
with a diversity in experience, opinions, seniority, and interests. Hence, we will need to invite at the
workshop at least 1 representative per mode (i.e., air, rail, maritime, road-bus, taxi, carsharing), a MaaS
provider, an urban transport authority, an airport expert, mobility data experts, legal experts,
transport engineers and representatives of passengers. Of course, to tackle the differences between

6

Bryson, John M., (2004) "What to do when stakeholders matter: stakeholder identification and analysis
techniques" from Public Management Review 6 (1) pp.21-53, London: Routledg
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countries and to enhance dialogue, experts from across Europe would be selected. Additionally,
SYN+AIR promotes gender equality: therefore, there will be an attempt to have a balanced
participation of experts with regards to gender.
Additionally, for the preparation, we considered some additional questions:
•
•

•
•

What do they already know? (How familiar are they with SYN+AIR? What is their background,
expertise and what they can offer?)
Do they know one another and/or work together? (On the one hand people feel more
comfortable to interact if they know each other, on the other hand participants will be more
curious to meet new experts and exchange opinions and views).
Will they come with a particular attitude towards the workshop? (Participants need to have a
certain openness and a think out of the box attitude but cannot be forecasted.)
How do they feel about travelling in a Covid19 period?

4.1.2 Size
To define the size of the workshop it was necessary to consider:
a. the workshop’s purpose (section 4.1.4).
b. our resources (e.g., the available budget to be able to compensate the experts, time
limitations, partners capabilities and availability).

4.1.3 Length
Based on our experience an ideal size of a group for most purposes is about 8-12 people. The reason
8-12 is an ideal size is that it's small enough so that everyone has an opportunity to have his questions
answered and to get some individual attention from the presenter, but still large enough to generate
some live discussions. If the group is larger than 15, the voices of some people, usually those who are
quieter, tend to get lost; if it's smaller than 6-8, there may not be enough opinions, questions, and
ideas flying around. Therefore, having groups of 8-12 stakeholders would be the optimal.
Short workshop: 45-90 minutes. A workshop this short is even shorter than it seems. People may be
late by between five and fifteen minutes, and you'll lose more time if you're distributing materials,
using equipment, etc. A workshop of this length is probably best used as a means of introducing and
discussing a new concept or an issue of concern.
Medium-length workshop: 90 minutes to 3 hours. At this length, a workshop can begin to address
ideas and concepts in some depth and allow interaction and conversation between experts. Some
considerations about a medium-length workshop:
• Attention span: Studies have shown that most people start to lose concentration after 20
minutes to 30 minutes. Hence, even a short pause/break in the workshop caused by moving
from one activity to another is needed to refresh people and keep them interested.
• A break is always essential to regain attention-span issues and to allow participants a chance
to get coffee, go to the bathroom, etc. without disturbing the flow of the workshop.
• Lunch is important for the comfort of participants. Light lunch is preferred to heavy lunch
(which reduces the attention of participants). Smelly plates are not preferred for obvious
17
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reasons and when lunch is prepared for the participants, it is courtesy and necessity to ask
them if they have preferences/allergies.
Long workshop: over 3 hours. A long workshop allows to present material in depth and to conduct
several activities, but it has some drawbacks. Six concentrated hours of work a day is about as much
as most people can deal with, especially busy experts. Some thoughts about long workshops:
• Go into more detail on specific issues
• Allocate more time to and follow up on participants' questions
• Allow longer blocks of time for activities and single topics

4.1.4 Purpose
Workshops are organized for many purposes, and each organization implies some specific methods of
presentation and other details as presented previously in section 3.2.
SYN+AIR’s workshop’s purpose is twofold:
•

Firstly, to share with the stakeholders the results from the questionnaire of T3.1 related with
the trade-offs of passenger during a 4h Door to Door trip using different modes, validate the
transportation datasets identified in T4.1 and verify the Data Flow Diagrams produced in T4.3.

•

Secondly, to get the insights of the stakeholders concerning obstacles and facilitators to share
data between them.

In short, during the workshop, there needs to be a presentation of results and then an interactive
discussion. Hence, to facilitate this purpose we need to organize a blended workshop.

4.1.5 Topics and presentation options
As mentioned in section 4.1.4, there are different topics that need to be discussed during the workshop
and therefore, the organization of parallel sessions would be a more appropriate form to tackle such
a challenge of addressing all topics and get the insights of experts with different backgrounds.
Buzz sessions seem to be the most appropriate way to conduct the parallel sessions. However, for each
topic, the facilitator can tailor his/her session accordingly (e.g., use the Q&A method) to get the best
possible results.

4.2 Preparation
The previous section of planning has provided us the main guidelines to prepare the workshop and
align with the requirements identified for the different aspects of planning (i.e., audience, size, length,
purpose and topics and presentation options) and translate them into logistics based on the following
timeline (Figure 5). Our first step was to identify the experts/stakeholders that we would like to include
to our workshop. Then to send out the invitations to the participants considering having a diverse
group of experts and also give a margin to the experts to decide the way of their participation (onsite
18
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or online). To implement this procedure, we decided to have two rounds of invitations to reach at least
30 participants. Concerning the timeline, all the logistics need to be ready by the beginning of
September considering the uncertainties imposed by COVID-19 but also the fact that July and August
are traditionally vacation months. Hence, the following sections present in detail the selection of the
venue and the use of space, our communication strategy, the roles of the consortium members and
finally the supportive material and documentation prepared to assist the whole preparation process
and engagement of participants.

Figure 5: Timeline of logistics

4.2.1 Use of space and logistics, including the selection of the venue and
catering
The selection of space and logistics as well as the venue is quite important especially these days that
COVID-19 is still an issue in gatherings. It is a common practice of European projects to have side events
in European and international conferences and congresses, enhancing the visibility of the projects and
reducing the costs of having field experts. Therefore, we decided to use to the same venue of a mobility
congress that is going to take place: namely the International Mobility Congress. Furthermore, the
same entrance rules will apply to all participants of the congress that will allow us to have professional
security checks for the participants and to ensure as much as possible that all workshop participants
will be COVID-19 negative. Also, the participants of the workshop will have the chance to participate
and see all the presentations on the main stage of the congress with a free entrance.
Based on the number of participants and the way of the workshop’s conduction we will request the
congress organizers for tables, chairs, boards, a beamer and a wi-fi connection. The use of space is
important, the participants need to feel comfortable.
Most importantly due to the uncertainty of the situation and unpredictable circumstances dictated by
COVID-19 we need to be prepared and have different scenarios for the 1st stakeholders’ workshop.
Hence, the 1st stakeholders’ workshop of SYN+AIR will support a flexible form of conduction
considering the following restrictions and prerequisites.
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SYN+AIR’s 1st stakeholders’ workshop
Based on the previous paragraphs we are summarizing the restrictions and prerequisites to organize
our 1st stakeholders’ workshop:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A group of at least 15 different stakeholders with mix of backgrounds, expertise, nationality,
and gender.
Each subgroup cannot exceed 12 persons.
It is tiring for participants to have sessions longer than 45min.
We have 3 topics to present to the participants based on the 3axis of SYN+AIR and its WPs
(WP3, WP4 and WP5)
We have budget for hosting 20 experts on site (SYN+AIR partners are not calculated in this
number)
A mix of on site and online participants in the same group is not efficient.

Considering the restrictions and prerequisites we have identified the following scenarios (Table 1) that
will allow us to determine the execution structure of the workshop.
Table 1: Workshop participation scenarios

#

Onsite

Online

Pros

Cons

100%

0%

Clear logistics

Not real and
can host only
20
participants

1

Best case scenario

2

Most probable scenario 80%
v1 optimistic

20%

Can host more
than
20
participants
(max 30)

Need
to
consider the
transition of
the
moderators
and have a
laptop
connected

3

Most probable scenario 60%
v1.1
moderate
optimistic

40%

Can host more
than
20
participants
(max 30)

Need
to
consider the
transition of
the
moderators
and have a
laptop
connected

4

Most probable scenario 50%
v1.2 less optimistic

50%

Can host more Need
to
than
20 consider the
transition of
20
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participants
(max 30)

the
moderators
and have a
laptop
connected

5

Most probable scenario 40%
v1.3 almost pessimistic

60%

Can host more
than
20
participants
(max 30)

Need
to
consider the
transition of
the
moderators
and have a
laptop
connected

6

Most probable scenario 20%
v1.4 pessimistic

80%

Can host more
than
20
participants
(max 30)

Need
to
consider the
transition of
the
moderators
and have a
laptop
connected

7

Worst case scenario

100%

Clear logistics

Interaction

0%

4.2.2 Communication strategies to involve & inform participants
The workshop needs to be communicated to the stakeholders and be disseminated though social
media as much as possible to attract experts and to provide visibility to the project. At the same time,
we would like to keep two spots for last minute participants from the congress, so we have
communicated it to the IMC organizers and our workshop will be announced officially in the program
and it will be also visible at the website of the congress.
However, to involve stakeholders, a direct invitation to identified stakeholders is mandatory. For that
reason, the consortium has prepared a list of potential participants considering diversity in expertise
and nationality to cover the needs of the workshop’s objectives (please also see sections of Audience
and Purpose). The process of inviting participants was centralized to coordinate better the organization
of the workshop, nevertheless the invitations were sent in different rounds to involve as many experts
as possible and give to the workshop the appropriate visibility.
The first round of invitations was conducted from 9/7/2021 and having a deadline for getting an
answer on 22/7. The second round happened from 23/7 with a deadline of getting an answer on 31/7.
We have identified 65 experts working in transport authorities, private and public transport providers
(rail, aviation, maritime, bus, car hailing), Mobility as a Service (MaaS) experts and data scientists from
Italy, Germany, Belgium, Slovenia, Croatia, Portugal, Spain, France, Sweden, UK, and Greece. We have
invited 39 experts, 11 answered that they will participate onsite and 6 confirmed their online
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participation. As many people are on vacation a kind reminder will be sent to them during August and
we will also invite 10 more experts to be sure that we will have at least 20 participants.

4.2.3 Workshop roles and responsibilities
To achieve to organize the good, collaborative environments that workshops may provide, each role
must play their part. There are five responsibilities each role can be accountable for.
Facilitator
A facilitator frames the conversation, guides activities, follows rabbit holes, and brings everyone back
on track. The Facilitator owns the clock and runs the workshop.
Moderators
Moderators are the experts that can motivate and guide the conversation on a specific topic.
Participants/Audience
The participants are almost always limited to people outside your specific project team, stakeholders
from other groups, and clients. Participants ask questions, answer questions, and participate in
activities.
Collectors
The Collector's only job is to document workshop outputs.
Administrator
The administrator is the person from the consortium that assists the facilitator and makes the
arrangements for the participants concerning their compensation (i.e., travels and accommodation),
books the venue and the catering and makes sure that all the necessary paperwork and proofs (e.g.,
invoices) are correct. Usually is the same person that handles the administration and financials of the
project.
Table 2 show the distribution of roles between the consortium members that follows their expertise.
Table 2: SYN+AIR partners’ roles and responsibilities for the workshop

Role
Facilitator
Moderators

Collectors

Administrator

Name
Josep Lluis Larriba Pey (UPC)
Konstantinos Mavromatis (AETHON)
Slavica Dožić (UB-FTTE)
Ismini Stroumpou (Sparsity)
Michele Ottomanelli (POLIBA
Stella Noutsou (AETHON)
Danica Babić (UB-FTTE)
Franck Dumortier (FD)
Pablo Fernandez Gonzalez (UPC)
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To be sure that the partners feel comfortable with their role and on the same time are aware of their
responsibilities at least two internal preparation meetings will be organized before the event. At these
meetings the aim is to organize the core of the workshop and give some tips at the facilitators.

4.2.4 Supportive material and documentation
To organize the workshop in detail it is necessary to prepare certain supportive material that would
allow us the smooth planning and the smooth execution as well as the post analysis of results and the
post activities after the workshop.

4.2.4.1 Pre-workshop supportive material
4.2.4.1.1 Administrative
As it was explained, the situation of COVID-19 dictates a good administrative organization to prepare
and execute the workshop. Therefore, to identify the number of participants and the number of
participants that are going to attend the workshop in person and online, we have prepared two rounds
of invitations as documented in the Annex 1: Letter of Commitment that duly explains the procedures,
terms, and conditions of participation to the workshop. Furthermore, to facilitate the registration
process a link will be created. SYN+AIR will also get a set of codes from the IMC21 that will allow the
participant of SYN+AIR workshop also to see the presentations of IMC21 congress which are related
with sustainable urban mobility.
Additionally, the partners of SYN+AIR will prepare supportive material that will be sent to the
workshop’s participants a few days before the workshop.

4.2.4.1.2 Operational
4.2.4.1.2.1 Agenda
The agenda (Table 3) of the 1st stakeholders’ workshop has been determined by the consortium
partners and includes two breaks for allowing the workshops’ participants to network and rest.
Table 3: 1st stakeholders’ workshop agenda

Welcome
Introduction
Parallel Sessions
Break
Parallel Sessions
Break
Parallel Sessions
Conclusions

Start

Finish

Duration

11:00
11:05
11:15
12:00
12:10
12:55
13:05
13:50

11:05
11:15
12:00
12:10
12:55
13:05
13:50
14:00

0:05
0:10
0:45
0:10
0:45
0:10
0:45
0:10

Josep Lluis Larriba Pey (aka Larri) (UPC)
Ismini Stroumpou (Sparsity)
Moderators
Moderators
Moderators
Ismini Stroumpou (Sparsity)

It was also decided to have a short icebreaker meeting the day before the workshop to introduce to
the participants the project and allow them to feel more comfortable with the discussion of the core
activity which will be the workshop.
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4.2.4.1.2.2 Structure
To facilitate the conduction of the workshop, the Table 4 presents the topics of the workshop’s parallel
sessions and their moderators. Also, a colour has been assigned to each moderator and topic to
highlight the distinction between the various topics being discussed. On the other hand,
Table 5 links the groups and the parallel sessions with the agenda presented in Table 3.

Table 4: Topics of parallel sessions
Moderator-Topic
Dinos-Business Policy
Slavica-Data exchange
Ismini-Technology exploration

Table 5: Division of groups per topic per session
Parallel
sessions

Group A

Group B

Group C

11:15

12:00

Dinos-Business Policy

Slavica-Data exchange

Ismini-Technology
exploration

12:10

12:55

Slavica-Data exchange

Ismini-Technology
exploration

Dinos-Business Policy

13:05

13:50

Ismini-Technology
exploration

Dinos-Business Policy

Slavica-Data exchange

To consider even the most complicated and the most probable scenarios which are the hybrid
scenarios (presented in Table 1), we have produced the following figures. Figure 6 shows the division
of participants into different groups, the time that each topic starts per group as well as the moderators
that will facilitate the discussion. In that way the participants provide their insights to all the topics of
SYN+AIR workshop (i.e., Business Policy, Data exchange, Technology exploration). Participants do not
need to change of table or connection link: they simply need to stay within their assigned group. On
the other hand, the moderators need to rotate anti clockwise to facilitate each group (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Division of participants into groups

Figure 7: Moderators’ flow
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4.2.4.2 During workshop supportive material
At the entrance of the workshop a list of participants will be ready to be signed as well as a welcoming
package for the workshops’ attendees. Presentations and material such as pens, white boards or
laptops will be ready and accessible to the moderators for conducting their sessions.
From the organizers of IMC21 we will need the following material:
1) 15 chairs
2) 2 tables (1 round table able to host 11 people and two small square tables)
3) Plugs for the 2 laptops serving the online sessions and headphones.
4) Separator for the tables of online sessions
5) A beamer for the initial introductory presentation
6) A white board or a board that we could use for the onsite participants.
7) Pens and sticky notes.
8) A table for coffee and light lunch
At least an hour before the workshop the facilitate should check if everything is in order.
For the online sessions
1) Two miro boards
2) Wifi connection
A kind reminder needs to be sent to the online participants the day before the workshop and the
connection needs to be check at least 30min before the entrance of the workshop’s participants.

4.3 Implementation
The sections on planning and preparation lay down the main requirements for the implementation
phase of the workshop. A workshop needs to have distinct phases. There is the introduction, which
covers the time from when the first participant walks into the room to when the first topic-related
activity begins; the substance of the workshop includes the presentation and activities; and closure
involves review, reflection, evaluation, and ending. These phases are also reflected in the agenda of
the workshop (see Table 3). The following paragraphs aim to some ideas and guidelines about how to
make them go smoothly.

4.3.1 Introduction
This part of the workshop will let people know what their experience is going to be like. By the time
the workshop starts, participants often have a strong inkling about whether they're going to like it or
not (first impression counts). Thus, it is important to set a positive tone and to make people feel
comfortable and interested; to give them some familiarity and on the same time professionalism; and
allow them to know what is coming in the rest of the workshop.
The space needs to be organized and neat hence the facilitator and the moderators are expected to
be at least half an hour earlier to check if everything is in order; and if not to make the right
adjustments with the venue assistance to fix last minute issues. A common check list is the following:
•
•
•

Get familiar with the space.
Check the number of chairs, tables, and their position
Check the material
26
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Furthermore, the arrangements in the space need to facilitate the process: if there is going to be an
introductory presentation, the chairs need to face the screen. Lighting of the room and the
temperature need to be appropriate to the space and number of people. The room should be isolated
from external noises. Some additional requirements are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

The seats need to have space between them to allow participants not to feel squeezed.
The temperature should be 19° and 22° which is the optimal for a room where people are not
moving.
The room should have a safe space for participants to leave their bags and suitcases if it is
necessary.
The lighting of the room should be sufficient.
If there is a coffee and snacks, the table should be placed at a corner.

All these requirements assist the participants to feel comfortable and participate actively during the
workshop.
Greeting, as the participants enter the room a guidance should be provided and the provision of
supportive material. A consortium member, preferably the person that is familiar with most of the
participants should stand and greet the participants and allow them to socialize some minutes before
the beginning of the workshop to avoid awkward silent moments and facilitate the personal
introductions. It is also important to greet the online participants and make them feel welcomed.
Agenda and structure of the workshop. It is helpful to either distribute the agenda, or to have it visible
in the room.
•

It includes participants in the management

•

It gives participants a sense of anticipation, so they're interested in what comes next.

•

It lets participants know what will happen, when is the break and eliminates a certain edge of
anxiety that they often have when they do not know the plan.

4.3.2 Substance of the workshop
This is the core of the workshop. Follow the agenda is an important aspect, however we should not be
slaves to our agenda, but rather be aware that when we are deviating from it we still make sure that
the objectives of the workshop are fulfilled. Hence, we aim to follow some simple rules:
1. Notify the facilitator for every deviation
2. Match the presentation to the content and philosophy of the workshop.
3. Present material in several different ways to keep participants involved and grasp their
attention.
4. Try to make the activities entertaining and interactive.
5. Encourage participants to relate the workshop content to their reality.
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4.3.3 Closure
In the final phase of the workshop, we need to wrap things up and give participants a chance to react
to what they have just been through. Hence, a short wrap up will be performed by the facilitator or
one of the moderators.

4.4 Follow-Up
A follow up after the workshop is necessary to thank the experts for their time and participation and
to give them an overview of the workshop’s results. Therefore, SYN+AIR will send a pager with the
conclusion of the workshop and a feedback form. Furthermore, the onsite participants will be asked
to provide some additional documentation for completing the compensation process.
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5 Confidentiality and personal data
protection
This section contains guidelines to help partners involved in personal data processing operations.
Though all the phases and activities of the workshop(s), personal data should be handled according to
the GDPR and data privacy rules as they are described in WP1 Ethics deliverables as presented in Figure
8.
1. Participants personal data being collected:
a. Name, email, phone number to contact participants
b. Passport number to book the flying tickets and accommodation
c. Photos for dissemination of the event based on their consent
2. Participants will be duly informed about the processing of their data and they will be asked to
provide their free consent.
a. The Informed consent template is annexed to D1.2.
3. The discussions gathered during the workshop(s) will be reported in an anonymous way.

Figure 8: Participants’ personal data at the different phases of the workshop
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6 Conclusions
There are no strict design principles for stakeholders’ engagement events and workshops, however
there are guidelines and methodologies that can be applied to improve the organization and lead to a
successful interactive event. SYN+AIR consortium recognizes the importance of collaboration for the
project and the involvement of stakeholders. Therefore, in this deliverable, the consortium conducted
research on the common practices, tips and tricks on participatory methodologies. To be able to
conclude and take decisions we have carefully examined the different parameters and restrictions that
we had such as audience, size, length, purpose topics, presentation options and then we proceeded to
the preparation phase. This allowed us to take better decisions and implement these in all phases of
the 1st stakeholders’ workshop organization. Hence, the 1st stakeholder workshop will be held in
Sitges, Barcelona, Spain and it will have a hybrid form (onsite/online) to give the chance for a large
participation. Moreover, we have considered the implementation and follow up aspects as it is always
better to be over-organized and prepared. SYN+AIR is also taking the right measures to ensure
confidentiality and data protection in all phases of the workshop by processing personal data in
compliance with the GDPR and by obtaining the free consent of the workshop participants. To
conclude, the 1st SYN+AIR stakeholders’ workshop will take place during IMC21 congress (which is
dedicated to sustainable mobility) as a side event to be able to have a better exposure and reach
participants from the congress.
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Annex 1: Letter of Commitment
Letter of Commitment
to participate in the 1st SYN+AIR stakeholders’ workshop

We are incredibly pleased to offer <please insert official company name> represented by <insert
name and surname> an opportunity to participate in the 1st stakeholders’ workshop of the SYN+AIR
project funded by SESAR Joint Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No 894116. This activity has been designed to allow the
project partners to present the results and ongoing work of the project and to get insights and
feedback by transport services operators and mobility & data experts. The workshop is going to be
held during the IMC21 (https://www.imcmobilitycongress.com/) as a side event on 22nd of September
2021 from 11:00CET to 14:00CET7.
The following are the terms and conditions of your participation in this workshop:
You must confirm your commitment to take part in the 3 hours workshop either on site or online8.
To confirm your commitment, you must provide, by e-mail, to Ismini Stroumpou at ismini@sparsitytechnologies.com
Letter of commitment (this document), signed (digitally or scanned) and dated;
OR
An email confirming your participation on site or online by copying the following statement:
“Hereby, <insert name and surname>, I confirm my <insert your way or participation: onsite/online>
and that I have read the letter of commitment and I agree with its content.
You must send this document by 22/7/2021
Please note that is very important for us to know if you are going to participate on site or online as it
changes the workshops’ structure and its logistics. However, we are all aware of the uncertainties due
to COVID-19, so if anything changes, please notify as soon as possible, preferable two weeks before
the workshop.

By confirming your participation:

7

The tentative agenda is attached in a separate file

8

Online participation is not going to be compensated however we encourage you to participate as you will
provide a great added value to the project.
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You agree that the SYN+AIR project has the right to record your statements during the sessions of the
workshop and report these in an anonymous way in SYN+AIR’s dedicated deliverables.
You are getting a fee waiver to enter the IMC21 (https://www.imcmobilitycongress.com/) by being a
participant of SYN+AIR’s workshop for the 2 days.
You acknowledge that if you are a speaker in IMC21 you are not going to be compensated by SYN+AIR
project but from IMC21 organization only.
The following are the terms and procedures of your reimbursement for your onsite participation in
the 1st stakeholders’ workshop of SYN+AIR:
STEPS before the workshop
SYN+AIR project reimbursement covers the flight ticket, accommodation and other costs. The
accommodation covered is 1day before, the day of the meeting and 1 day after the meeting, hence it
covers only 3 nights at maximum. Nevertheless, if a workshop attendee wants to stay more nights can
cover by himself/herself. Other costs are up to 100€ and include transport tickets to the venue and
meals (excluding alcoholic drinks).
UPC administration will book your flights and accommodation based on your departure airport and
preferred schedule. So please with your confirmation email provide us your preferred flight dates and
your departure airport. UPC admin will send you a set of options to choose the one that suits you best.
UPC is going to arrange your accommodation in Sitges9 based on the dates provided by fulfilling the
point above.
STEP during the workshop
Sign the attendance list that will be provided to you by the organizers.
STEPS after the workshop
You must provide, by e-mail, to Pablo Fernandez Gonzalez at pablo@ac.upc.edu
Your boarding passes.
Fill and send the compensation excel and all the proof of eligible expenses (restaurant receipts, tickets
of public transport or taxis receipts and its proofs of payment (i.e.: VISA extract, Paypal receipt, etc.).
•
•
•

A scan of your passport or ID.
A screenshot of your bank details so as to proceed with the costs’ reimbursement.
not later than 21 days (13/10/2021) after the end of the workshop.

Eligible expenses comprise:
Economy class travel (flights, train, bus), flights will be booked and paid by UPC.

9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sitges.
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Accommodation (hotels (up to 4*) will be booked and paid by UPC.
Public transport (buses, metro, train, etc.): receipt and/or ticket which includes the price must be
provided together with the proof of payment if paid via bank transfer, Paypal, VISA, etc.
SYN+AIR project reserves the right to not accept expenses that do not follow the principle of the “best
value for money” (please see Art. 10 of the AMGA10), according to the EU rules.
Transfer of money to your account will be processed during the 21 working days after we receive all
the requested proof of eligible expenses and details (to be sent to pablo@ac.upc.edu).
For the purposes of planning, organizing and following up the SYN+AIR stakeholders’ workshop, I agree
that UPC processes the following personal data:
<Insert Name of the company> will be represented in SYN+AIR’s workshop:
<Insert name, surname, position in the company, e-mail, mobile phone number>
<Insert Passport number> (Necessary to book the flying tickets and accommodation)
I confirm that pictures taken during the workshop may be used for dissemination of the event.
I <Insert name and surname> from <Insert Name of your organization> accept to participate in the
1st stakeholders’ workshop of SYN+AIR and accept all the terms and conditions that apply and are listed
above. I am aware that if myself and/or the partners of the company I hereby represent fail to comply
with any of the terms and conditions listed above, my company could be considered ineligible for
refund of any part of the costs associated with the SYN+AIR first stakeholders’ workshop.

Name, surname
Date, place
Signature

10

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_v5.1_en.pdf.
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